Knowcross & React Mobile
Employee Safety Technology

Panic buttons provides a safe workplace and will improve your bottom line.

CHALLENGE

Hotel workers have a 53% chance of being assaulted on the job.

Knowcross and React Mobile have joined forces to help hotels across the world keep their employees safe and change this statistic for good. React Mobile allows existing Knowcross customers to leverage a robust Employee Safety Platform and Panic Button solution to their existing technology portfolio.

SOLUTION

React Mobile provides the only wireless safety button system built specifically for hospitality. Within seconds of staff triggering the system, hotel management and or security personnel receive alerts with the employee’s precise location, so they can provide immediate assistance.

Knowcross Knowcross is the world’s leading provider of service quality and hotel operations optimization software solutions for the hospitality industry. The platform is cloud based (SaaS) and consists of six multi-lingual software applications including the housekeeping management application KNOW Housekeeping.

Time Savings

Simple. Little to no training required. Designed from the ground up for ease of use and fast integration.

Cost Savings

Cost effective service optimization + safety solution with minimal infrastructure implementation.

Peace of Mind

Help your employees make an impact. When people are safe they are able to live up to their full potential.
Key Benefits

- Easy Quick Access to Call for Help
- Pair React Mobile’s Bluetooth Panic Button with Existing Smart Devices
- Software Integration with Minimal Setup - No Hardwiring or Cabling Required.
- Receive Location Data from KNOW Housekeeping
- GPS Coordinates for Outdoor and Off Property Alerts

 HOW IT WORKS

React Mobile has partnered with Knowcross to power widespread panic button alerting capabilities for global hotel brands utilizing KNOW Housekeeping. The integration uses the KNOW Housekeeping location of where a hotel employee last checked-in/out to pin-point where they are when pressing the React Mobile Bluetooth® Panic Button. Then an alert notification will be fired off to a Dispatch Center to select emergency contacts for immediate response.

1. Easy Configuration

Easy setup saves you time. Our Knowcross KNOW Housekeeping integration gets you up and running with a robust safety platform fast. No cables, no wires.

2. Pair Panic Button

One-click activation means your employees can get help fast in an emergency! The panic button works anywhere on or off your property.

3. Protect Your Staff

Front desk and security teams are alerted to the emergency situation with last active location, allowing for immediate response.

GET STARTED

Knowcross KNOW Housekeeping can be leveraged for supporting ESDs and other public safety devices. By integrating React Mobile, hotel employees gain the peace of mind that help is nearby, while IT organizations are utilizing existing location data to provide extra value to the business. Contact your Knowcross representative for more information or schedule a demo with us at React Mobile.
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